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Helping lower 
your cost of 
doing business
eftpos is committed to helping 

keep Australian payments 

competitive and convenient. 

We can also help lower your 

cost of acceptance.

To fi nd out more email 

info@eftposaustralia.com.au 

or go to the eftpos booth.
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eftpos is a great way to give your customers added value 

with their everyday purchases. The more cash they get out 

from your store, the less cash you will have on the premises, 

helping to reduce the cost and risk of doing business.

Ask your 
customers to 
press CHQ  or SAV  
to get cash out and 
avoid ATM fees.
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FROM THE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

O 
ver the last few months, we have seen Aus-
tralian retailers continue to face a difficult 
operating environment, characterised by 
significant cost pressures and global re-
tailers entering the Australian market.  A 

number of industry issues and legislative chang-
es have been addressed this quarter, including 
the Fair Work Commission’s (FWC) decision to 
increase the National Minimum Wage to 3.3 per-
cent and implement a four-stage transitional ar-
rangement for penalty rates.

The ARA believes the reduction in penalty 
rates will alleviate some of the strain Australian 
retailers are facing and we look forward to seeing 
the industry benefits in the coming quarter as fur-
ther legislative changes are implemented. How-
ever, we are disappointed that the FWC did not 
take into account the weak economic trading con-
ditions when making their decision on the tran-
sitional arrangements. The ARA believes these 
sluggish arrangements will unnecessarily slow 
down the creation of new jobs within the sector.

Another significant issue raising the contin-
ual pressure in the industry is the 12 month de-
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lay in implementing GST to low-value imported 
goods. Our members - and the wider Australian 
industry - are extremely tired of the constant de-
lays in implementing this tax equality issue and 
believe this legislation should be implemented as 
soon as possible to provide a level playing field for 
local retailers.

You’ll notice this edition of The Retailer has 
two covers, as the ARA hosted the 2017 eftpos 
ARA Australian Retail Awards on Thursday 3rd 
of August, at the National Gallery of Victoria. 
This prestigious event highlighted outstanding 
achievements in the Australian retail industry, 
giving local retailers an opportunity to come to-
gether and celebrate the success of their peers, 
network and learn from leaders in the sector. 

I would like to thank all those retailers who 
entered this year’s awards and took the time to 
share their successes on a national stage. The 
ARA looks forward to following the winners of 
this year’s awards as they continue to prosper. To 
those who were unsuccessful with their entries 
this year, we thank you for entering and hope to 
see you back again in 2018!

Russell Zimmerman

Executive Director

Australian Retailers Association 
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No.1 in the long run
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RETAIL NEWS FROM ACROSS AUSTRALIA
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHOPPING 
ONLINE & ONLINE SHOPPING

S 
ince the 90’s, e-commerce has promised a new ease with which custom-
ers can shop online. Today that promise still remains, yet despite most 
retail businesses now being online, the share of online purchases is less 
than 10 percent of overall sales. Everyone is shopping online, but only a 

small percentage actually purchase online.
The key distinction to understand this ‘10 percent’ online figure needs 

to be split into one of two purchase categories; ‘high-touch’ and ‘low-touch’ 
items. 

Low-touch purchases are those purchases in which the customer knows 
and understands the quality of the experience before going into the transac-
tion. For example, a hotel is based on its star rating and reputation, therefore 
purchasing online is a no-brainer.

High-touch purchases are items we want to touch or try-on, and although 
many consumers will browse online between different retail sites, the pur-
chase will ultimately be made in-store. Therefore, the traditional window 
shopping experience is now carried out through a glass screen on your cho-
sen device.

From these examples, we can see the significant impact mobile technol-
ogy has on the omni-channel shopping experience. As a result, mobile apps 
with the power of integration, deeper analytics and more robust technology 
will be central in powering retailers to use mobile to drive consumers in-store.

With mobile users actually spending close to 20 times more time on mo-
bile apps compared to mobile websites, retailers should be looking to inte-
grate this technology to increase sales.

Integrating online and offline channels to create a frictionless experience 
is key to easing the path to purchase, driving customer loyalty, and catering 
to the increasingly mobile shopper.

RainCheck is an online to offline retail platform that bridges the gap between 

online browsing into offline (in-store) shopping and purchase. For more 

information visit getraincheck.com 

MAKE UP, DON’T BREAK UP WITH YOUR CROSS-CHANNEL 
SUPPLY CHAIN

W
e live in a pretty incredible world. A world where you can order fresh 
produce in the morning and have it delivered to your door by that af-
ternoon, spot an outfit you like in Paris and have it hanging in your 

wardrobe in a matter of days and restyle your entire home without leaving 
the comfort of it. 

As consumers, we love the ease and convenience of being able to shop 
for anything, at anytime from anywhere. We are omni-channel crusaders, 
discovering, purchasing and even returning across a variety of digital and 
offline channels. And while this is wonderful when you are the customer, 
it puts a huge amount of behind the scenes pressure on retailers to keep 
operations running smoothly so consumers can shop in the luxury they are 
accustomed to.

One of the biggest challenges retailers face in today’s omni-channel 
purchasing journey lies around inventory management. With most brands 
selling across social, e-commerce platforms and their brick-and-mortar stores, 
it can be tricky to maintain a clear picture of what stock is needed where. 

Too much stock can lead to mounting storage costs, an increased 
possibility of theft and the chance you’ll be left out of pocket with the goods 
if they don’t sell. While, too little stock might mean missing a potential sale 
period or not being able to deliver to your customer. It’s important to find the 
sweet spot with a system that lets you keep track of stock movement so you 
can adjust inventory levels accordingly.

Unfortunately, many businesses still manually count their stock. This is 
not only time consuming, but there is a higher possibility of human error 
occurring. An automated solution will let you set a minimum and maximum 
level of stock and allow you to replace it as soon as levels are low.

Further, a lot of small businesses don’t pair their ordering systems with 
inventory management. An all-in-one solution takes the guess work out of 
stock levels and also helps paint a picture of what products are popular at 
certain times of the year.  

And finally, as many retailers are multi-tasking across desktop, mobile 
and tablets it’s important you find a cross platform system that allows you to 
access inventory information safely and securely on the fly – from anywhere, 
anytime.

Neto is the only Australian founded retail and wholesale management platform 

providing a complete solution for e-commerce, point of sale (POS), inventory and 

fulfilment. For more information visit neto.com.au

Started Online, Purchased In-store,
AND WAS AMAZING

THE WHOLE WAY

CREATE A SEAMLESS CUSTOMER JOURNEY
WITH A SINGLE COMMERCE PLATFROM.

Deliver innovative brand experiences with a unified commerce platform – SuiteCommerce.
SuiteCommerce unifies point-of-sale, call centre, ecommerce, inventory and order management to create a 
seamless commerce experience. With one unified system, you will empower your sales associates, exceed 

customer expectations and inspire loyalty.

SuiteCommerce.com.auSuiteCommerce.com.au
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PRESERVING CONSUMER 
AND MERCHANT CHOICE
RETAILERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO COMPETE ON A LEVEL PLAYING 
FIELD WITH CONTACTLESS AND MOBILE PAYMENTS

BY HEATH MICHAEL [ARA]

REGULARS | POLICY

s we move into the digital age, maintaining 
consumer and merchant choice across all 
payment channels and environments is criti-
cal as we encourage new forms of innovative 
technology such as mobile wallets and con-
tactless payments.

For consumers, it’s important to know 
what system your tap payment goes through, 

and for merchants it’s crucial to have a choice in routeing. Currently Point of 
Sale (POS) terminals only read the first contactless application on the chip, 
and automatically route the transaction according to this priority, which may 
be at a higher cost.

These contactless transactions on Dual Network Cards currently take this 
choice away from consumers and merchants and makes it more difficult to 
manage the costs associated with different payment products and networks.

Further, mobile payments will significantly impact the ability of mer-
chants to choose the payment network that best suits their needs. In a mo-
bile world, only one scheme application will be observable to the consumer or 
merchant for any given transaction, eliminating any existing network choice 
that they may have. These technology lockouts remove the consumer’s pref-
erence in seeing low cost payment providers such as eftpos as an available 
choice in mobile payments which does not currently occur.

Since the rollout of contactless payments, the ARA are aware that consum-
ers are unable to determine how that transaction will be routed if they use a 
contactless card, and there has been very little option for retailers to chan-
nel payments through a less costly route. Currently if a Dual Network Card 
is presented and used as a contactless transaction the system will route via 
the card presented, and does not allow the customer the choice of re-routeing 
the  transaction. 

On behalf of Australia’s retail merchants, the ARA runs the Australian 
Merchant Payments Forum (AMPF) to advocate competitive, innovative and 
consumer friendly payment options for the retail sector. Without open con-
sumer payments and competitive domestic payment networks, merchant fees 
and consumer costs may rise.

The ARA does not believe the current process is effective, and has recom-
mended creating further regulation to facilitate choice and avoid technolog-
ical lockouts. 

An ARA member has forwarded information to the Reserve Bank of Aus-
tralia (RBA) showing that these extra costs to one merchant was in excess of 
$400,000 compared to pre-contactless transactions. As this data was present-
ed some time ago, we have since heard of many more examples at far higher 
costs. The ARA and our members are concerned that as we move toward third 
party mobile wallets the choice of routeing will be taken away, increasing cost 
to merchants. 

The ARA does not consider that the costs would exponentially increase 
from compliance if standards were introduced. Having no regulation or inef-
fective undertakings will have a far greater impact on the long term competi-
tive environment for retail payments in Australia.

The ARA believes that unless Dual Network Card provisioning is made 
simple to understand, unbiased and easy for the consumer to execute, the 
only networks represented within consumer wallets will be the more expen-
sive networks.

Our preference is to provide open mobile payments to both consumers 
and merchants. In addition the ARA seeks the branding of multiple payment 
providers to be displayed within the mobile wallet.

As part of our work we continue to meet with the Government to lower 
costs for both the merchant and consumer through advocating for the accep-
tance of any payment system at a low cost.

A
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For consumers, it’s 
important to know what 
system your tap payment 
goes through, and for 
merchants it’s crucial to 
have a choice in routeing
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FEATURE | DATA

THE IMPACT OF 
GLOBAL GIANTS ON 
AUSTRALIAN RETAIL
Amazon may have an impact on the local retail 
market, but it doesn’t spell the end of the industry. 

BY STUART O’NEILL  [SAP HYBRIS]

M organ Stanley, leading global 
financial services firm, predicts 
Australia’s largest retail chains 
stand to lose $800 million dol-

lars when Amazon launches in the country later 
this year. Whether this number comes to fruition 
or not, there’s no doubt Amazon’s entry into the 
local market is going to have a profound impact. 
Why? Because Amazon competes in the arena of 
customer experience; not just product.

In truth, much of what Amazon sells can be 
bought elsewhere. However, what it has in spades 
is a brand synonymous with convenience, fast de-
livery and choice. These attributes are why Ama-
zon may be a success in the Australian market, but 
it doesn’t spell the end of the local retail industry. 
In other markets where Amazon has launched, 
brands have responded by looking to go toe-to-toe 
with it by delivering customer experiences that 
delight their consumers. 

Until now, the Australian market has been 
sheltered by its distance, and regaled by the status 
quo. No matter how large they are, overseas com-
petitors are not the greatest threat to local retailers 
– complacency is. And Australian retailers – big or 
small – have an opportunity to get on the front foot 
and improve their customer experience. This will 
make them competitive in a global retail market, 
and allow them to combat new players vying for 
their market share.

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT?

Retailers might think they’re delivering great 

customer experiences, but the SAP 
Hybris Consumer Insights survey – 
based on responses from 1,000 Aus-
tralians – found the standards for excellence have 
narrowed considerably.

Brands spend millions each year on market-
ing to try to woo customers and build loyalty, but 
our research shows how fickle these relationships 
can be. It is far cheaper to defend existing market 
share than try and gain it elsewhere. It’s why cus-
tomer experience should be a continuing priority 
within businesses.

The SAP Hybris survey also revealed how in 
today’s increasingly connected and digital society 
Australian consumers expect a rapid-fire response 
from brands with 92 percent of respondents want-
ing an answer to inbound queries within 24 hours. 
This tapers even further to a three hour reply win-
dow for a staggering 45 percent.

Critically, consumers also won’t forgive too eas-
ily if businesses don’t meet these levels of service. 
In fact, three-quarters of Australians would move 
to a competitor if the retailer was unresponsive. 

DEFINING A ‘DELIGHTFUL’ CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

Businesses have more data at their disposal than 
ever before. But rather than simply capturing it, 
this data needs to be used to build a cohesive cus-
tomer experience. Retailers have the opportunity 
to learn more about their customers, and contex-
tualise the shopping experience to what the cus-
tomer wants.

Customers don’t see channels, they see a brand. 

To create this perception data needs to flow freely 
across organisational channels and customer touch-
points. If these contact points are inconsistent, con-
sumers will seek a better experience elsewhere.

Experiences also need to be personalised. Liv-
ing in the digital age has shaped the way consum-
ers expect to be treated by brands. Our research 
showed those brands using data to inform com-
munications, allowing it to be tailored, person-
alised and helpful, were those delivering the ex-
periences consumers valued most. This intelligent 
process differentiates the customer experience, 
and therefore the brand.

Australian retailers have a head start when it 
comes to customer experience – they know their 
local customers best. But too many are giving up 
this advantage by not utilising the data at their  
fingertips.

Amazon might be a challenge on the horizon, 
but it simply serves to exacerbate the larger threat 
of poor customer experience. Retailers who know 
what good customer experience looks like and de-
liver on that promise will be futureproofing their 
businesses, no matter what global competitor 
lands on our shores. 

Stuart O’Neill is Head of SAP Hybris Australia and New 

Zealand. SAP Hybris is a digital commerce software, 

creating relationships between businesses and their 

customers. For more information visit hybris.com
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Grow your business with 
Commonwealth Bank’s
finance options

The Commonwealth Bank offers Australian Retailers Association members flexible, 
competitive finance options for your business needs, including:

Commonwealth Bank has a range of finance options to suit your needs and help keep 
your business moving.

 • Business Overdrafts – Provide coverage 
for seasonal or unexpected expenses with 
flexible lines of credit

 • Better Business loan – Fund your business 
growth with a loan that offers the flexibility 
of fixed or variable interest rates

 • Market rate loan – Manage your cash 
flow and take advantage of current 
interest rates, with flexible finance linked to 
transparent market rates

 • Business line of credit – Ensure funds are 
always available to finance your business 
expansion or investment

Important Information: Full conditions of use will be included in our Letter of Offer. Applications for finance are subject to credit approval and the suitability of the asset. 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia reserves the right to require finance arrangements to be made with any Commonwealth Bank of Australia subsidiary. Bank fees and 
government charges may apply. Australian Retailers Association may receive a fee from the Commonwealth Bank of Australia for each successful referral. Referral Fees 
are not payable on referrals from existing relationship managed Commonwealth Bank customers. This has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial 
situation or needs, so you should consider its appropriateness to your circumstances before you act on it. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124, 
AFSL and Australian credit licence 234945.

To find out how the Commonwealth Bank can help your business, 
contact ARA on 1300 368 041 today.



REGULARS | EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

RECENT MODERN AWARD CHANGES: 
ARE YOU ACROSS YOUR OBLIGATIONS?
AUSTRALIAN RETAILERS SHOULD REVIEW THEIR EMPLOYER OBLIGATIONS 
AND MINIMUM AWARD ENTITLEMENTS FROM 1 JULY 2017 

BY NICK TINDLEY [FCB]

W e have only just passed the 
half way mark of 2017, and yet 
we have already experienced 
a historic change this year in 

the employment relations field for retailers. With 
a number of important policy changes to wages, 
penalties and public holidays being implemented, 
it’s time to take a step back and remind ourselves 
of where we currently stand with our employment 
obligations.

1. 3.3 PERCENT MINIMUM WAGE INCREASE

By now, retailers should have already implement-
ed the 3.3 percent minimum wage increase hand-
ed down by the Fair Work Commission (FWC) in 
June. Now is a good time to do a quick review of 
your wage rates to ensure you are paying at least 
the minimum specified in the Modern Award, and 
confirm that are not behind in your obligations. 
Every year, the ARA produces wage guides for the 
five Modern Awards most commonly used by re-
tailers: the General Retail Industry Award 2010, the 
Clerks – Private Sector Award 2010, the Fast Food In-
dustry Award 2010, the Restaurant Industry Award 
2010 and the Storage Services and Wholesale Award 
2010. If you have not already seen these guides, 
or would like information on wage rates from any 

other Modern Award, don’t hesitate 
to contact the ARA Employment Rela-
tions Team for assistance.

Members with employees on annu-
alised salaries are reminded to review 
or audit the salary amounts against 
employee work patterns to ensure that each salary 
compensates for the new Award entitlements. 

If you were already paying your employees 
above the relevant minimum Award wages be-
fore July, you were not obliged to pass on the 3.3 
percent increase. However, all wages and salaries 
must be equal to, if not above, the new Minimum 
Wage under the Award.

2. INCREASES TO ALLOWANCES

As many of the allowances under the Modern 
Award are based on a percentage of the ‘standard 
rate’ (defined within each Award as the wage rate 
of a specific classification), the 3.3 percent in-
crease to the Minimum Wage means we have also 
seen increases to employee allowances. For exam-
ple, the first aid allowance in the General Retail 
Industry Award 2010 is 1.3 percent of the standard 
rate. With a 3.3 percent increase to the standard 
rate, this means the first aid allowance increased 
by approximately 34 cents per week, as of the first 

full pay period on or after 1 July 2017. 
Additionally, employers are reminded that ex-

pense related allowances in the Award may have 
also increased with Determinations made by the 
Commission in June. By way of example, the Gen-
eral Retail Industry Award 2010 saw an increase in 
the meal allowances from $17.73 to $17.92 for more 
than one hour of overtime without 24 hours’ no-
tice and an increase from $16.05 to $16.23 for a fur-
ther four hours of overtime.

For more information about allowances, ARA 
members should access the Employment Rela-
tions Management System (ERMS).

3. SUNDAY PENALTY RATES TRANSITION

As you are likely aware, the ARA dedicated sig-
nificant time and resources toward the Modern 
Award Review in 2016, and we were successful in 
achieving a historic reduction in Sunday penalty 
and public holiday rates across the Retail, Fast 
 Food, Hospitality and Pharmacy Awards.   

“it’s time to take a step back and 
remind ourselves of where we currently 
stand with our employment obligations”

+
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Australian made, local support
Integrated POS, CRM and back office
Powerful promotions engine
eCommerce and digital marketing
Built in reporting and analytics

A retail cloud ERP that 
ticks every box on your 
shopping list.

Pronto Software Limited
1300 PRONTO (1300 77 66 86)
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REGULARS | EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

The successful reduction to Sunday 
penalty rates generated much media at-
tention, and in June we were relieved to 
hear that the Commission had implement-
ed its decision, setting out the transitional 
arrangements that will apply. The phased 
reductions have already commenced as of 
1 July 2017, and by now some retailers will 
have already felt the benefits of the slight 
reduction in penalty rates.

As a reminder, the transitional ar-
rangements will apply as follows: see left →

4. PUBLIC HOLIDAY CHANGES 

In addition to reductions to Sunday rates, 
as of 1 July 2017 we also saw reductions to 
public holiday rates across the Retail, Fast 
Food, Hospitality and Pharmacy Awards. 
These changes were not subject to transi-
tional arrangements, but occurred in full, 
from 1 July 2017. 

For more information on the new pub-
lic holiday rates, members can access the 
relevant wage tables through the ERMS.

5. OTHER RELEVANT CHANGES

If your employees are covered by the 
Restaurant Industry Award 2010, remem-
ber that a change was also made to the ‘af-
ter midnight’ penalty, which now applies 
to hours worked between midnight and 
6:00am (instead of the previous 7:00am).

6. THE VULNERABLE WORKERS BILL

Recent articles by the ARA have touched 
on the new Fair Work Amendment (Protect-
ing Vulnerable Workers) Bill 2017 and the 
accompanying tenfold increases in civil 
penalties for individuals and corporations 
for deliberate breaches that form part of a 
systematic pattern of conduct.

With these changes now more than 
likely to go ahead, owners and individu-
als involved in employment contraven-
tions are reminded of the substantial 
penalties they will face should they find 
themselves in breach of their employer 
obligations under the Modern Award, the 
National Employment Standards or their 
record-keeping and payslip obligations.

ARE YOU UP-TO-DATE?

If you are already aware of all six 
changes listed above, and have pre-
pared or reacted accordingly, then 
give yourself a pat on the back! Well 
done, now you just need to keep your 
records up to date, issue your pays-
lips on time, and pay all entitlements 
correctly, all while still managing to 
run a business! We understand how 
exhausting and difficult it can be. 
If you ever need a hand with your 
obligations, or would like to check 
you are operating at best-practice, 
give the ARA Employment Relations 
Team a call on 1300 368 041.

If this article reminded you of 
something you had forgotten, or 
completely surprised you, then 
there may be a risk for your business 
in terms of your employment obli-
gations. Call the ARA Employment 
Relations Team today to ensure you 
aren’t placing your business, and 
yourself, at risk of substantial penal-
ties and brand damage.  

AWARD RATE TRANSITION SCHEDULE

For the Retail Award the transition will occur over four 
years for permanent staff and three years for casuals.
Full-time and part time employees

1 July 2017  200% → 195%

1 July 2018 195% → 180%

1 July 2019 180% → 165%

1 July 2020 165% → 150%

Casual employees 

1 July 2017  200% → 195%

1 July 2018  195% → 185%

1 July 2019 185% → 175%

For the Fast Food Award the transition will occur over 
three years as follows:
Full-time and part time employees

1 July 2017  150% → 145%

1 July 2018 145% → 135%

1 July 2019 135% → 125%

Casual employees 

1 July 2017  175% → 170%

1 July 2018  170% → 160%

1 July 2019 160% →150%

For the Hospitality Award the transition will occur over 
three years as follows:

Full-time and part time employees

1 July 2017  175% → 170%

1 July 2018 170% → 160%

1 July 2019 160% → 150%

Finally, for the Pharmacy Award Sunday rates will be 

transitioned over four years as follows:

Full-time and part time employees

1 July 2017  200% → 195%

1 July 2018 195% → 180%

1 July 2019 180% → 165%

1 July 2020  165% → 150%

Casual employees

1 July 2017  225% → 220%

1 July 2018 220% → 205%

1 July 2019 205% → 190%

1 July 2020  190% → 175%

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com
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T he Australian retail sector 
contributes close to $310 
billion to the Australian 
economy, and is the largest 
single private employer by 

industry sector, providing work for more than 1.2 million people. However, 
with the entrance and influence of international brands Australian retailers 
are continuing to face a complex operating environment. Furthermore, Aus-
tralian retailers have long been challenged by the availability of local talent to 
fill buying, planning and online roles in the industry. These issues along with 
the rapid advancements of digital technology are constantly creating compet-
itive pressures within the fast-paced industry.  

As the retail industry’s peak representative body, the Australian Retailers 
Association (ARA) has been advocating for its members for almost 115 years 
on issues that invariably include skills shortages in the local labour market 
and the costly flow-on effect of doing business in a competitive global market. 
In fact, the ARA have spent two years consulting both industry stakeholders 

and the Government in relation to an increasingly apparent skills-shortage 
in key areas of retail buying, merchandise planning and digital commerce. 
These highly sought-after skill sets allow retailers to streamline business op-
erations, obtain international perspectives on retail operations and deliver ad-
vanced analytical and reporting expertise. As the leading voice for retail, the 
ARA have also been consulting the Government and advocating for formal 
training and professional development options for retail employees to sup-
port future careers in Australian retail.

Unfortunately, the recent changes to the 457 visa program has restricted 
Australian retailers in accessing specific roles required in the modern retail 
environment, further hindering the growth and development of local retail 
talent. The significant amendments to the 457 visa scheme have included 
removing 216 occupations from the program, and placing 268 occupations 
on the Short-Term Skills Occupations List (STSOL), restricting the holder to 
a two-year stay, one renewal, and no pathway to permanent residency. Unfor-
tunately, the retail sector was not consulted on these changes and the Govern-
ment’s decision to remove Retail Buyer from the 457 visa program has created 

DEFENDING AUSTRALIA'S 
RETAIL TALENT
The ARA are leading the charge in protecting local skills required 
to keep Australian retailers globally competitive.

BY KATHERINE MECHANICOS [ARA]
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a war on Australia’s retail talent. Restrict-
ing access to specialised talent inexorably 
hampers the ability for Australian retailers 
to compete in a dynamic global market and 
correlates negatively with the employment of 
Australian workers. Therefore, the ARA are concerned that limiting the in-
dustry’s access to these required skill sets from global markets will only create 
additional challenges for Australian retailers already struggling to manage 
the pressures of international competition. 

Working with the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI), 
the ARA sought additional advice from members to safeguard the future of 
Australian retail talent. A survey was sent out to ARA members seeking re-
sponses in relation to the difficulties in securing local talent across key occu-
pational groupings. This survey identified how the 457 visa changes will have 
a major impact on future business growth, securing retail talent, promoting 
local employees and international competitiveness. ARA members were able 
to identify Retail Buyers, Merchandise Planners, Merchandise Designers and 

Digital Commerce as four critical roles required in contemporary retailing. 
Closely related to these emerging skill sets and of great importance to many 
ARA members includes Fashion Designers, Web Designers and General Man-
agers which have all been consigned to the STSOL, creating a strong disin-
centive for highly skilled retail talent to relocate to Australia. The survey also 
highlighted that although ARA members look at the local market for quali-
fied candidates first, the short-supply of experienced retail talent remains one 
of the most frustrating realities for Australian retailers.  

This industry-wide survey assisted the ARA in formulating an accurate 
response to the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) 
on the proposed 457 visa changes to ensure current and future applicants for 
these particular roles are not affected. As skilled retail employees are an enor-

mous asset to the industry, the ARA’s sub-
mission recommended a pathway for highly 
skilled visa holders in key retail categories to 
be offered permanent residency. The ARA’s 
submission also highlighted the adverse 
effects on the sector caused by the removal 
of certain retail occupations, subsequently 
asking the Department to re-instate the Re-
tail Buyer role to the STSOL and add further 
critical roles required in contemporary retail-
ing to the list. Taking a longer-term view, the 
ARA’s submission also proposed the develop-
ment and implementation of HECS-HELP for 
tertiary qualifications to support careers in 
Australian retail, ensuring the longevity of 
Australians future retail talent. 

In July, the ARA welcomed the Govern-
ment’s decision to re-instate Retail Buyer to 
the STSOL, however were disappointed that 
Merchandise Planners, Merchandise Design-

ers and Digital Commerce were not added to this list as well.
As the ARA has long been advocating for its members on skills shortages 

in the local labour market, the industry association will continue to seek a 
more sophisticated and inclusive approach in identifying strategic retail oc-
cupations prior to any further reforms being implemented. The ARA also look 
forward to working with the Department to develop local retail talent through 
relevant tertiary studies which will in turn guide the future of Australian re-
tail. 

ARA Retail Institute is the leading national body providing for the education, consulting 

and professional development needs of the Australian retail industry. To view the ARA’s 

full submission to the DIBP visit retail.org.au/policy-advocacy

+
Restricting access 
to specialised talent 
inexorably hampers the 
ability for Australian 
retailers to compete in a 
dynamic global market 
and correlates negatively 
with the employment of 
Australian workers. 
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product categorisation and secure payments for retailers. Data analytics, SEO 
and sales reporting is all taken care of too.

However, it seems the most powerful thing about marketplace platforms is 
that merchants don’t need to carry stock. This has profound implications for 
retail businesses, not least of which is their ability to provide ‘endless aisles’ 
with limitless volume, but also limitless variety, without any of the cost, risk 
and worry of having to keep physical inventories that may or may not sell, go 
out of style or perish.

Merchants selling a fairly narrow category of products can move into adja-
cent – or completely new – markets dependent on their community or tribes, 
needs and desires. Meanwhile, these tribes grow and reinforce themselves 
through constant engagement and sharing of information. This in turn al-
lows merchants to develop more authentic and personalised products, further 
hone their brand message and retain the agility to move wherever the ‘mar-
ketplace’ takes them.  

Jason Wyatt is the Co-Founder and Managing Director of Marketplacer, a leading 

technology and business platform used globally by people and businesses that want to 

create successful online marketplaces. For more information visit marketplacer.com

ONLINE MARKETPLACES DISRUPT 
GLOBAL RETAIL THINKING
The power of the online marketplace is completely disrupting the global retail 
space, giving merchants the power to sell anything, to anyone, from anywhere.

BY JASON W YATT  [MARKETPLACER]

T
oday we are increasingly seeing the huge value placed on 
understanding a brand’s ethos, values and expertise. Ev-
ery time we spend cash as customers, we are making an 
active choice about the companies we support and the 
practices we endorse.

This is the point at which the retail industry now finds itself 
as it gazes into the kaleidoscope of new opportunities and pos-
sibilities being brought about by e-commerce. Super-powerful 
mobile devices connected to super-fast mobile networks, limit-
less choice, lower prices, fast and free shipping have empowered 
consumers like never before.

But something that’s discussed far less is how the internet is 
totally disrupting how retailers and the retail industry see them-
selves in the world. In the same way that consumers are now 
able to search for and buy anything from anywhere at any time, 
so too are merchants now able to sell anything to anyone, in any 
volume, from anywhere and at any time. Of course, like every 
game-changing concept that’s come before, this probably sounds 
too good to be true; fanciful even.

With the power of an online marketplace, a small regional business that 
started out selling one product or service to a small group of local buyers, can 
now morph into a global powerhouse selling multiple product lines to cus-
tomers on multiple continents. These small businesses can scale in spite of 
prior limitations including capital requirements, inventory and supply chain 
logistics.

These powerful new online ‘marketplaces’ are completely disrupting the 
global retail space.  Just as traditional marketplaces have operated for centu-
ries, the globalised online version is designed to make it as easy as possible for 
sellers of particular goods and services to connect with customers wanting to 
buy them.

What makes these online marketplaces so remarkable is the way in which 
they allow merchants to quickly build and grow communities, or ‘tribes’ of 
buyers united by their shared interests and passions. This unique property al-
lows retailers to then market, sell and ship products to the members of their 
tribes regardless of where in the world they might be.

This is because marketplace platforms take care of all the costs and oth-
er considerations a retail business would ordinarily have to contend with. 
For example, the e-commerce platform is already up and running, providing 
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AUSTRALIA: 
THE FIRST CASHLESS 
COUNTRY?
WITH CONSUMERS QUICKLY EMBRACING NEW PAYMENT TECHNOLOGIES, 
RETAILERS NEED TO PREPARE FOR A POTENTIALLY CASHLESS FUTURE

BY ANDREW CARTWRIGHT  [MASTERCARD]



“businesses who restrict 
customers from making 
electronic payments are 
putting themselves at a 
disadvantage, with 44 
percent of respondents 
avoiding retailers that do 
not allow the use of cards 
for small transactions”

+

one in three citizens choose to pay through the mo-
bile app of just one bank, with further plans to make 
the entire country cash free. The ABBA museum in 
Stockholm, Sweden, requires all visitors to 
use electronic payments. This was due to 
one-time ABBA member, Björn Ulvaeus, 
son’s house being burgled. 
Ulvaeus assumed that 
the stolen goods would 
be traded for cash on the 
black market. Therefore, 
electronic payments were 
seen as the safer transac-
tion process. 

Seeing the decline in 
cash transactions, six of 
Sweden’s largest banks col-
laborated to create Swish, a 
mobile payments applica-
tion. Swish now has more 
than half the population 
using the app, with 90 per-
cent engagement amongst 
20 to 22 year olds.

Closer to home, Sydney’s Kensington St, Chip-
pendale has permanently banned all cash pay-
ments with many merchants citing the reasoning 
behind this decision was to speed up queues, stop 
serving staff from handling cash and reduce the 
amount of banking administration.

In fact, a recent study by the Reserve Bank of 
Australia (RBA) listed Australia is a global leader 
in contactless transactions. This study found that 
the use of banknotes and coins fell from 69 percent 
in 2007 to just 37 percent in 2016. Furthermore, a 
study on Australian consumers reveals that busi-
nesses who restrict customers from making elec-
tronic payments are putting themselves at a disad-

vantage, with 44 percent of respondents avoiding 
retailers that do not allow the use of cards for 
small transactions. Mastercard’s Galaxy research 
found that two-thirds of Australians have reduced 
the amount of cash they carry, with 53 percent car-
rying less than $50 in cash at any time. Equally, the 

RBA research indicated 
about 20 percent were not 
holding any cash in their 
wallets at all.

While Australian con-
sumers have been quick 
to embrace this tech-
nology, many retailers 
are still resisting, citing 
transactional costs being 
the reason for requiring 
minimum spend for card 
purchases. Mastercard’s 
online study on payment 
choice for low-value 
transactions (i.e. pur-
chases under $10), uncov-

ered Australian card holders aged between 18-64 
years old felt increasingly agitated when retailers 
required them to pay cash for smaller purchases or 
had a minimum spend. Up to 84 percent of con-
sumers resent paying a fee, while over 60 percent 
find it frustrating when they cannot use cards 
for small transactions. As Australian consumers 
move towards a cashless future, what they want 
from retailers is the ability to choose the type of 
payment for any purchases made. 

To compete in what is shaping up to be crowd-
ed, innovative marketplace, retailers big and small 
need to consider the customer experience, making 
the consumer’s interaction with their business as 
seamless as possible.  

In December 2016, Amazon showed the 
world its new cashless store concept in 
a video that went viral. It starts off with 
a customer entering a store, through 
what looks like modern terminal gates 
at a railway station. He pulls out his 
phone and scans the top of the termi-

nal before putting his phone back in his pocket. 
The video ends with another shopper receiving 
an electronic receipt on her phone as she exits the 
store with a handful of goods. There’s not a single 
cashier in sight.

A few years ago, Amazon started to wonder - 
what would shopping look like if you could walk 
into a store, grab what you like and just go? Am-
azon Go is the shop that has no checkout. This 
digitally-enabled bricks-and-mortar store allows 
consumers to log into the Amazon Go app as they 
enter the store. The store’s technology can then 
identify what item the customer has taken off the 
shelf and put into a virtual cart. This frictionless 
store is currently in the beta-testing stage and only 
open to Amazon employees, but is expected to 
launch to the general public sometime next year.

Due to this innovative store, Amazon now 
leads the global race of retailers moving towards 
cashless future. Retailers and banks have been 
working towards this moment for years and it 
took a pure online player to show them how it is 
done. Self-serve registers, RFID (Radio-Frequency 
Identification) technology, wearable technology 
and contactless card transaction terminals are de-
velopments towards improving speed and conve-
nience during the payment process.

Currently, in the Netherlands, there are cafes and 
supermarkets that no longer accept cash. In fact, the 
Finns are regarded as the most enthusiastic adopters 
of non-cash payments. While, in Denmark, nearly 
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ARE RETAILERS READY TO 
TAKE THE $3.5 TRILLION 
BULL BY THE HORNS?
Distribution strategies for taking advantage of global 
omni-channel growth with next generation technology.

BY RAGHAV SIBAL [MANHATTAN ASSOCIATES]

T oday, just about anything - from 
books and software to groceries 
and medication - can be pur-
chased without ever entering 
a store. E-commerce is not just 

a market opportunity for businesses; it is a phe-
nomenon that defines a customer’s experience 
with a  brand.

With global e-commerce retail sales projected 
to reach $3.5 trillion by 2019, there is a lot more at 
stake than just fulfilling orders. Globally, brands 
and shippers are rethinking how they organise and 
structure their distribution centre (DC) operations, 
inventory management systems, ordering and 
store-based fulfillment processes. Further, they 
are looking to add many new elements that are 
purpose-built for speed, customer experience, mo-
bility and the unique requirements of e-commerce 
fulfillment.

DITCHING THE DESK AND OPTIMISING 

FOR OMNI-CHANNEL 

The multi-brand mega DCs of today require ware-
house managers to be on the floor most of the day. 
Managers must have the ability to address any op-
erational issues, including inventory, slotting, order 
processing and warehouse workflow, directly from 
the DC floor using their tablets or mobile devices. 
This increased mobility drives real-time engage-
ment with DC operations, as well as productivity 
and efficiency.

Traditionally, warehouses were optimised based 
on seasonality or periodic inventory resets. As 
global brands introduce and promote new products 

on a near-constant basis, warehouse inventory is 
changing much more regularly. Re-slotting sched-
ules have increased dramatically, thereby strain-
ing warehouse operations. This is why warehouse 
managers need to be able to execute re-slotting 
requests directly from the warehouse floor using 
their mobile devices, as opposed to returning to 
their desktop computers.  

DRIVING WORKFORCE PRODUCTIVITY

During peak seasons, a retailer can ship up to 20 
times its normal volume, which often requires a 
significant uptick in temporary workers. Ensuring 
that the legions of temporary staff are productive 
and efficient, with minimal onboarding time, is im-
perative in e-commerce centric DCs defined by high 
volume orders. 

Further, training this influx of seasonal employ-
ees takes considerable time. Picking tech-based 
solutions that offer touchscreens and rich graphi-
cal interfaces can reduce training periods, alleviate 
major bottlenecks in DCs and enable inexperienced 
personnel to achieve high levels of productivity im-
mediately.

Many e-commerce DCs utilise a put-wall system 
to efficiently sort inventory for specific consumer 
order needs. Distribution Centre Managers need to 
employ an operations-based approach that is intu-
itive and guides associates through the inventory 
sorting process rapidly through seamlessly inter-
facing the warehouse control system with the put-
wall feature light systems.

Accurately packaging products for shipment is 
the final step in effective e-commerce order fulfill-

ment, and it is critical that temporary workers fill 
orders correctly. Visual cues and pictures of objects 
are necessary components of the system known to 
help people process information faster. Enhance-
ments to the packing stations, including full item 
images and touchscreens, ensure order accuracy 
and intuitive interaction to facilitate easy order 
completion and shipping.

STREAMLINING ORDER FULFILLMENT

E-commerce order fulfillment presents unique 
challenges, including peaks and valleys in labour, 
changing priorities and constant order acceptance. 
Order streaming optimises the entire fulfillment 
process for each individual order, enabling pro-
active inventory replenishment, more consistent 
labour utilisation and optimal individual order 
throughput. By adopting order streaming, ware-
house operations teams can ensure smoother la-
bour curves throughout the entire replenishment 
process, enabling managers to easily refocus order 
prioritisation as needed.

STEPPING INTO 21ST CENTURY OMNI-

CHANNEL COMMERCE

As global omni-channel continues to grow in 
prominence, today’s brands are confronted with the 
challenge of fulfilling numerous, generally small 
e-commerce orders at a speed that meets consumer 
demands. The next generation of DC operations, in-
ventory management systems, ordering and store-
based fulfillment solutions enable warehouse man-
agers to scale distribution quickly and easily to take 
on the $3.5 trillion market opportunity.  

Raghav Sibal is the Australia and New Zealand 

Managing Director of Manhattan Associates, 

a technology leader in supply chain and 

omni-channel commerce, converging front-

end sales with back-end supply chains. For 

more information visit manh.com.au
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THE THREE SUPERPOWERS OF 
MOBILE ADVERTISING
In the increasingly mobile environment, it is critical for retailers to tailor 
their advertising strategy to successfully target today’s consumers.

BY RICHARD KNOTT  [CELTRA]

W hile the 1990s and 
2000s may have been 
dominated by the 
dawn of e-commerce, 
the 2010s have wit-

nessed a larger shift towards mobile transac-
tions. However, many of those early consumer 
habits and behaviours are still underpinned by 
traditional advertising tactics on the retailers’ 
part.

Consumer behaviour today was unimag-
inable even as little as 10 years ago, as using 
an iPhone to pay for an item in-store was still 
a fantasy in 2007. Nowadays, the smartphone 
and its related technology has given retailers 
an entire suite of tools to create deeper, more 
personal connections. From using data to cre-
ate better suggestions for customers based 
on their purchase histories, to even allowing 
them to shop and purchase in-store - using 
their phone - with no staff present.

However, many retailers are still coming to 
terms with what this dependency on mobile 
means for their advertising capability. While 
traditional advertising methods still work, 
they are becoming smaller pieces of an in-
creasingly larger puzzle.

Advertisers have been hesitant to take up 
mobile advertising because of a confusing 
buying process, underwhelming ad products 
and a black hole in attribution. The smart-
phone is such a personal device, publishing 
an ad that offends the senses can cause a   
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customer to turn away and never return – to a 
harsher degree than if they had seen a print ad 
they didn’t quite agree with. 

This capability for personalisation is exactly 
why well-constructed mobile ads can have such 
a large impact. Though in order to fully grasp its 
usefulness, retailers should understand three key 
superpowers of the mobile platform.

1. PHYSICAL CONNECTION

The first is the physical connection people have 
to their phones. It is with them all day, usually no 
more than an arm’s length away. It is an extension 
of themselves.

Most people have no problem with someone 
borrowing their computer, yet they have a vis-
ceral, negative reaction to being asked for their 
smartphone. It contains our communication with 
closest friends and relatives, our pictures that rep-
resent treasured memories, and a gateway to peo-
ple who live on the other side of the world. 

Mobile devices are being used throughout a us-
er’s everyday life, and this pervasive  intimacy af-
fects how retailers reach their customers through 
mobile platforms.

More effort than ever needs to go into ‘dazzling’ 
your consumer which requires rethinking mobile 
as a creative storytelling canvas for individuals at 
scale, rather than a uniform, mass-reach platform. 
It also takes leveraging all the interactive capabili-
ty available in a more tailored, contextual and per-
sonalised way.

2. PERSONAL CONNECTION

Increased physical contact with the smartphone 
leads to personal connections. This means mobile 
advertisers need to think about how technology 
can enhance mobile advertising and play into that 
behavioural ecosystem in a more personal way 
(especially with adblocking technology gaining 
prominence).  Remember, mobile is the only ad-
vertising medium you physically touch and that 
provides clever opportunities to seduce through 
interactive elements within an ad. 

Personalisation is particularly central to mo-
bile and has the unique ability to serve hyper-tar-
geted experiences to individual users with the use 
of key data points, making these ads even more 
relevant to users. There is less friction between the 
ad and the medium, keeping the user connected 
to what matters most to them, anywhere, anytime.

+
“mobile is the only 
advertising medium 
you physically touch 
and that provides clever 
opportunities to seduce 
through interactive 
elements within an ad”

3. CREATIVE POTENTIAL 

Mobile platforms beg for creative experi-
ences that can utilise technology and super-
charge personalisation in ways that older 
advertising platforms can’t. Some brands 
are doing this with more retailers embrac-
ing video ads, but it’s no good to just re-use 
TV ads on a mobile device.  They need to be 
shorter (less than 10 seconds) and be cut vertical-
ly. Further, with the volume automatically turned 
down on video ads, retailers need to communicate 
their message visually, allowing a user to see an ad 
clearly, understand the messaging and realise the 
brand is respectful of how people use their mobile 
devices. 

Technology is a part of everyday life now, and 
consumers recognise innovation when they see 
it – mobile ads that utilise 360-degree video or 
even augmented reality are the first step towards 
user-defined advertising experiences.

The monetisation of messaging apps such as 
Facebook’s messenger or on platforms like Kik 
have enabled businesses to find new ways to reach 
their customers through everyday activities like 
chat-based communication.

The advertising content itself will depend on 
each individual business, but what will matter 
most is that these ads utilise consumer habits 
around modern technology to make sure they are 
integrated, not dismissed. Retailers that under-
stand this tension and embrace these superpowers 
will rise above it to succeed. 

Richard Knott is the Regional 

Director of APAC for Celtra. Celtra 

is an advanced platform for 

creative production, management, 

distribution and optimisation of 

display, video and native ads. For 

more information visit 

celtra.com 
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | DATA

UNLOCKING THE 
RETAIL ADVANTAGE 
Data-rich retailers need to be able rethink the ways in 
which they utilise customer information.

BY NIGEL MENDONCA  [TABLEAU]

I t is important for retail businesses to 
know their customers. By that, I mean 
retailers need to know customer buy-
ing behaviour, demographics, payment 
preference, and most importantly un-

derstand what impacts their purchase decisions. 
Retailers have been collecting this type of infor-
mation for decades through survey forms, loyalty 
programs, etc. These days, customer information 
comes in the form of data – customer profiles and 
purchase, payment and enquiry records. This is 
why business intelligence (BI) and data analytics 
are such important tools for modern day retailers. 
In fact, Gartner says advanced analytic capabilities 
are central to retailers’ strategy in competing in the 
increasingly digitalised marketplace.

Shopping is no longer a single-channel or 
single moment experience. Customers are being 
served from all fronts – online and physical stores 
– and they are expecting experiences to be just as 
personalised.

To be able to unlock the full potential of a data 
strategy, retailers need to be able to - quite simply - 
rethink the way data is used.

BRINGING DISPARATE DATA TOGETHER

Retail businesses are naturally data-rich organi-
sations because transactions are very clear cut in 
retail. The number of customers, the purchases 
they make, number of visitors in-store (online or 
physical) and how much each customer spends is 
data that can be captured. Yet, data collected by re-
tailers is often found living in silos.

For instance, retailers may be collecting and 
analysing data generated by customers which re-
veals their buying behaviour and purchase prefer-
ences. At the same time, they have been capturing 
in-store data, often from various sources includ-
ing mobile devices, Internet of Things and sen-
sors which track and monitor foot traffic and 
interaction with merchandise displays. Addition-
ally, retailers may have collected customer service 
data from those who have made purchases, given 
feedback or made enquires. The problem for many 
retail businesses is that many of this data is dispa-
rate and not connected.

While many retailers want and need agile an-
alytics, they are hindered by their disparate data 
strategy, preventing them from accessing it in 
time to get the right data sets to the right people 
quickly. Successful retailers must be able to see 
and understand different types of data, in one 
holistic view, in order to leverage the potential for 
actionable insights. As tools get more sophisticat-
ed and data sources keep increasing, retail com-
panies need to immediately develop a strategy for 
integrating or combining data sets. This will assist 
retailers gain a multidimensional view of their 
business and customers.

ENCOURAGING DATA EMPOWERMENT

Analytics is no longer just for data analysts. 
Non-analysts working across all levels in a retail 
company need to become increasingly acquainted 
with data. It is important for retail businesses to 
empower their employees with data tools because 

timing is everything. For instance, with data-driv-
en information, retail assistants will be able to 
quickly track inventory availability and provide 
customers with the product or service much faster.

Sophisticated BI tools require implementation 
by IT teams, and some actually require IT to literal-
ly extract the data, and this analytical process can 
take days or months. Today’s retailers operating in 
a competitive business environment do not have 
the luxury of time. They need to know their cus-
tomers, and make decisions fast – often making 
decisions right at the frontline.

Retail staff need to have the ability to see and 
understand data faster in easy-to-understand and 
intuitive ways. Self-service BI platforms make data 
more accessible to employees from all levels from 
retail assistants to C-level executives. Self-service 
BI tools also replace manual reporting processes 
as they offer the right person access to the right 
data at the right time.

Furthermore, many self-service BI tools allow 
retail staff to generate data visualisations. That is, 
they allow users to automatically turn columns and 
rows of data into visual presentations and dash-
boards such as charts or graphs. This allows users 
to better identify outliers and trends in their data. 
Visual communication is now a must-have skill for 
all managers, because more and more often, it’s the 
only way to make sense of the work we do.

LOOKING BEYOND “REAL-TIME”

Many retail customers have grown accustomed to 
knowing exactly which items are available in the 
region that they are in and when a product may 
be ready to be picked up at their nearest store. 
Retailers are sharing product counts on websites, 
mobile apps, and in paid advertisements, not only 
to further entice customers but to also improve 
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“Successful retailers must be able to see 
and understand different types of data, in 
one holistic view, in order to leverage the 
potential for actionable insights”

customer experience. Especially when working 
online at internet speed, retailers can only pro-
vide that information if they are working with 
real-time data.

Indeed, real-time data is essential these days 
as information loaded consumers have short at-
tention spans, and many alternative options to 
choose from. To gain a competitive edge over 
others, retailers need to deliver beyond what is 
expected. This is where predictive analytics comes 
in. Predictive analytics, a branch of advanced an-
alytics where users analyse data to make predic-
tions of unknown future events, allows businesses 
to anticipate consumer needs and preferences. 
Making data-based projections of future trends al-
lows retailers to truly treat customers as individu-
als, make informed suggestions and prepare their 
stores accordingly.

MAKING DATA A CORE ASSET 

Today’s business climate demands retailers to 
be data-driven. Retailers need to be able to see 
the overall business environment from multiple 
dimensions. They need to be able to respond to 
customer needs and market changes immediate-
ly. Retailers need to also monitor their operations 
and make quick adjustments effectively.

In other words, retailers need to have a holistic 
data strategy that blends and integrates data. They 
need to put data into the hands of their rank and 
file staff so that they can attend to customer re-
quests and make informed decisions on the spot.

Finally, to get ahead of the curve, retailers need 
to look to the future. They need to tap on predic-
tive analytics to proactively pre-empt customer 
wants and market trends. Most importantly, nei-
ther of these initiatives should be isolated from 
the other as data strategies need to be all encom-
passing and integrated. 
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LOGISTICS | CUSTOMER CENTRIC 

GLOBAL GIANTS TO IMPROVE 
AUSTRALIA'S DELIVERY OPERATIONS
Amazon is arriving down under: How can retailers and 
logistics providers use this to their advantage?

BY HOY YEN HOOPER [COURIERSPLEASE]

A ustralia’s e-commerce 
industry is growing, with 
the arrival of giants such 
as Amazon bringing 
new challenges for 

our retail and logistics sectors. As the big 
players descend on our shores, retailers and 
delivery providers alike are gearing up for 
the change. But it isn’t all doom and gloom. 
Amazon will provide an opportunity for 
Australian logistics companies and retailers 
looking to benefit from the gateway Amazon 
will open to the global retail marketplace. 

From a logistics perspective, the scale 
of Amazon’s retail offering will provide 
an opportunity for companies to scale 
up their distribution with an increase in 
volume. Amazon will build relationships 
with multiple large and small companies 
– as we have seen them do overseas – that 
share their customer-focused model of op-
erating. The companies they will be look-
ing to partner with will also have a solid 
delivery network, a hassle-free returns 
system, flexible delivery such as express 
and after-hours, and on demand delivery 
tracking currently in place.

The parcel delivery industry is chang-
ing and the arrival of Amazon indicates 
this. Consumer expectations around 
prices, service, speed and consistency are 
dictating the new delivery experience. 
Rather than the traditional operational 
excellence model, consumer experience 
is now the focus for logistics companies. 
This challenges providers to do more to 
improve their capabilities as the delivery 

experience now extends 
from the moment the 
consumer clicks on the 
retailer’s website through 
to the final delivery of the 
product.

Amazon will chal-
lenge Australian logistics 
operators to enhance the 
overall performance of the 
network, including cus-
tomer service, consistency 
in delivery time, and the 
coverage distance reached. Local logistics 
suppliers may also be challenged to reduce 
costs, as they compete with other service 
providers for a slice of the Amazon pie.

On the other side, the biggest challenge 
for Amazon when it arrives in Australia 
will be offering customers widespread 
same-day delivery. Although same-day de-
livery is already offered by CouriersPlease 
(CP) and other couriers for ad hoc book-
ings, the Australian retail industry is not 
commercially viable in our current net-
work to offer same-day delivery in other 
parts of the country. Lack of widespread 
infrastructure due to the geographic scale 
of Australia and a less concentrated popu-
lation makes regional and country same-
day delivery a financial challenge.

For Australian producers and manu-
facturers, Amazon opens an opportunity 
for them to reach the global retail market-
place. Sellers will automatically benefit 
from the millions of consumers around 
the world by accessing the expansive Am-

azon marketplace. Currently, millions of 
consumers buy from Amazon USA and 
items are shipped into Australia via a 
number of logistics partners. In Austra-
lia, this will happen in reverse. In order to 
ship local products to the rest of the world, 
Amazon will need to partner with local 
logistic partners who also have a global 
footprint. 

Currently, CP offers an international 
service to the rest of the world through 
their parent company, SingPost. Sing-
Post has access to more than 220 coun-
tries worldwide and also has a network 
of warehouses in 10 different countries. 
Amazon may look at possible freight solu-
tions where parcels are consolidated and 
freighted into multiple gateways, with lo-
cal delivery providers then accessed in the 
country of destination for the final mile.

To compete and deliver for the digital 
world, logistic providers need to innovate 
and build on their capabilities to continu-
ously enhance the customer experience. 

Hoy Yen Hooper is the 

Chief Operating Officer 

at leading parcel delivery 

service CouriersPlease 

(CP). CP delivers more 

than 17 million parcels 

yearly Australia-wide and 

around the world. For 

more information visit 

couriersplease.com.au
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T he customer experience is increasing-

ly becoming the key differentiator that 

bricks-and-mortar have in their arsenal 

to fight against Amazon. Often, when 

retailers talk about customer experi-

ence, they think about investment in new technologies 

including upgrading their Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) and Point-of-Sale (POS), interactive displays, traffic 

counting, marketing and beacon-based analytics. In do-

ing so, we shouldn’t forget the most crucial element of the 

customer experience – your retail store associates and 

their managers.

In focusing on the customer experience, retail execu-

tives have largely ignored improving the capability of store 

associates and managers, with many using high costs 

and failed attempts as previous excuses. Apps are the 

future for developing the customer experience and your 

retail team. Training can happen on the shop floor, it is 

quick, fun, inexpensive, measurable and ongoing. 

In conjunction with the Australian Retailers Associ-

ation (ARA), 6one5 Retail has launched a Digital Retail 

Sales and Service Certification app to help Australian re-

tailers improve their customer experience.

This app addresses the issues surrounding digital 

disruption and globalisation impacting Australian retail-

ers and their retail teams. Currently, many retail staff are 

missing out on vital sales and service development skills 

impacting on the customer experience. It also provides 

retailers with regular team reports so they get a better un-

derstanding of their retail teams’ capability in delivering a 

consistent, above average, customer experience.

Although developing retail staff is difficult and costly, 

as many retailers are reluctant to take team members off 

the shop floor, this new technology allows executives to in-

stantly review every team members’ sales capability and 

track improvement to retail sales. We believe the current 

lack of investment in store associates is due to the lack 

of return from past transformation and training projects. 

According to eMarketer’s Worldwide Retail Ecom-

merce Sales: The eMarketer Forecast for 2016 report, 90 

percent of bricks-and-mortar sales account for total retail 

sales. Therefore, it is important that retail executives in-

vest in their staff’s professional development and revalu-

ate their in-store team roles moving forward.

It’s our experience that many retailers operate at a lev-

el of average or mediocre sales and service, and therefore 

customers find it easy to switch to another retailer if the 

experience offered is a marginally better than average. 

The best retailers like Apple, Bunnings and Amazon try to 

be a little better than average, but the key to their success 

is consistency -  they are better than average all the time. 

With this affordable app available to all Austalian re-

tailers, employers will now be able to train their staff in a 

cost-effective way.

SPONSORED

THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
BEGINS AND ENDS WITH 

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Technology is assisting retailers in developing their 

retail team to improve the customer experience

BY BILL ROONEY  [6ONE5]

Bill Rooney is a 

Director of 6one5 

Retail Consulting, a 

specialist retail digital 

education business. 

For more information 

visit 6one5.com



PERSONALISATION WITH A TECH EDGE 
DRIVES INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Collecting data is one thing, but how a retailer leverages 
technology to enhance the consumer loyalty is key.

BY RADINCK VAN VOLLENHOVEN  [STOCARD]

TECHNOLOGY | LOYALTY

W hile consumers have 
more choice in the way 
they shop and where they 
spend their money, there 
is still the demand for 

further flexibility, an improved experience, better 
service and additional channels to engage regular-
ly with. Whether the focus is online or bricks-and-
mortar stores, Australian retailers need to increas-
ingly compete within an ever-changing global 
marketplace to suit the needs of customers while 
enhancing their experience of the brand.

More customer options lead to more oppor-
tunities for retailers which can help drive brand 
loyalty. Retaining existing customers rather than 
acquiring new ones is easier, efficient and eco-
nomical, and retailers need to be proactive about 
how to hold on to their customers. Essentially, re-
tailers need to execute a strategic plan around data 
collection and use technology to provide a richer 
service through personalised offers.

Targeted and tailored offers have the poten-
tial to boost sales value, retention and loyalty. To 
maintain customer loyalty, shoppers need to feel 
like a retailer ‘knows’ them and today’s retail en-
vironment presents exciting opportunities to 
engage with customers and enhance their expe-
rience across all touchpoints – both digital and 
physical. Many retailers are already using various 
touchpoints to reach customers and using this as 
their point of differentiation.

Through the intelligent use of data, retailers 
can offer customers a highly personalised expe-
rience. Websites can be individually personalised 
to each user based on algorithms and predictive 
analytics, while online data can create compel-

ling cross-channel experiences. For instance, mo-
bile-based loyalty apps like Stocard can generate 
huge amounts of valuable data from shopping 
behaviour online and provide closed-loop attribu-
tion into store.

The emergence of facial recognition, as well 
as augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) provide 
even more creative opportunities to engage with 
customers. Some examples include petrol stations 
using facial recognition to determine which ads to 
serve customers at the pump based on any previ-
ous purchases. With AR/VR technology, a furni-
ture store could allow a customer to place virtual 
furniture in their home, or a fashion retailer might 
replace mannequins with a virtual fashion show.

There is a fine line though, and retailers must 
be wary not to step over into creepy territory. There 
needs to be a genuine value to the customer with-
out invading their privacy. Some personalised 
offers that are time sensitive and encourage im-
mediate action sent to shoppers nearby may fall 
into this category. These include personalised bill-
boards using beacons and app data to push special 
offers, or a computer that instantly recognises you 
when you enter a store and starts inundating you 
with things to buy.

While we are seeing a rise in ‘Head of Cus-
tomer’ or ‘Chief Customer Officer’ roles responsi-
ble for consumers and marketing, there are also 
direct lines between marketing and technology 
to ensure consistency in experience. When used 
skilfully, technology can increase sales value per 
customer, retention, brand loyalty, and free up 
retail staff to focus on sales and service. Retailers 
should always be on the lookout to leverage new 
technologies and tailor to customers.

Collecting meaningful customer data is an 
essential task for retailers – how the data is anal-
ysed is equally important and the key to effective 
personalisation. A deep and data-rich profile in-
corporating purchasing habits paves the way for 
retailers to provide better offerings to customers. 
Being innovative and ahead of the curve generates 
a great deal of brand loyalty and differentiates re-
tailers from other brands in the marketplace. 

Radinck van Vollenhoven is the Country Manager of 

Stocard Australia and New Zealand, helping retailers close 

the loop between mobile and offline. With more than 15 

million global users, Stocard is the leading wallet app 

for loyalty. For more information, visit stocardapp.com
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ALIGNING YOUR BRAND EXPERIENCE
STANDING OUT IN THE RETAIL SPACE REQUIRES CONSISTENT 
END-TO-END BRANDING ACROSS ALL TOUCH POINTS

BY PAUL FARINA [FRESH EYE SOLUTIONS]

H ow quickly is the retail land-
scape changing? It seems that 
everyone is telling us that 
change has never been quick-
er. I am not sure how true this 

is, but the one indisputable fact is that change is 
upon us. This change comes in the form of inter-
national businesses crossing borders both online, 
and now in our shopping malls. So, with this cycle 
of powerful retailers hitting Aussie shores, what 
is the number one defence that local retails can 
initiate?

To answer this question, I took inspiration 
from a recent trip to LA – the home of extremes. 
During this trip we saw big, gas guzzling mon-
ster trucks driving alongside eco-warrior electric 
cars, and Hollywood Celebs living next to droves 
of homeless in adjacent streets. But, amongst all 
of this I noticed one clear distinction - the culture 
of service among the successful retailers wherever 
my wife and I dined and shopped. 

From a customer point of view, it starts with 
the overall end-to-end branding experience that 

you receive. A strong identity that connects the 
product to the people, the location, and the entire 
experience. An example of this was when we visit-
ed a super-healthy café near Venice Beach. Los An-
geles is the birth place of the superfood phenom-
enon, and I was blown away by their execution. 
Calm and rejuvenation 
were a part of the dialogue, 
but they went deeper than 
this. Their purpose was to 
engage the consumer with 
the art of connection. They 
used some creative ways to 
instil this branding both 
through naming items on 
their menu and using ‘iam-
connected’ as their WIFI 
password. However, their 
customer service team took this theme one step 
further when our server took our order and asked 
us if we wanted to know the ‘Day’s Question’. Ob-
viously intrigued, my wife and I agreed and the 
waiter asked, “What is your mission?”.

Before we could react, he was on his way to file 
our order and get on with serving the other cus-
tomers. We looked at each other. Thought. Looked 
at each other again. Smiled. And then, something 
great happened. We started talking about the 
question. What he meant by it. What our mission 

was. What our mission 
for the day was. What our 
overall mission was. 

I won’t bore you with 
our ensuing answers, yet 
the result of this simple 
strategy was genius. This 
café is all about health, and 
connecting with yourself 
and others. In being pre-
sented with this question, 
we were immediately en-

gaged in a thought provoking discussion in a fun 
way. From a branding point of view, I was left ex-
tremely excited. Brilliant! The overall experience 
was aligned and faultless. The delivery was spot-
on. The effect was memorable. 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | BRANDING

Having brand alignment 
in the customer 
experience across all 
aspects of your business 
adds up to a very strong 
brand presence.
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Now, this sort of thing can sound gimmicky, 
but when all aspects of your retail experience are 
aligned, you move from gimmicks to something 
else – strength. Having brand alignment in the 
customer experience across all aspects of your 
business adds up to a very strong brand presence. 
You become memorable, and your customers 
become advocates. This results in real business 
growth.

It is on this trip that it struck me; all of the 
strong brands in Australia (large and small), and 
those internationals coming to our shores, have 
strength in end-to-end branding. A strong brand 
image leads to a strong brand experience. As busi-
ness leaders, we need to be ultra-critical of every 
aspect of our customer touch points. Are they 
aligned? Do our staff understand them? Do our 
staff know how to deliver them? Are there any 
weaknesses along our customer service chain? 
Does our online experience match our offline? Do 
we stand out? Are we using the best language?

In driving this brand strength, it is vitally 
important to also make sure we deliver on our 
brand promise. With this in mind, another key 
question to ask is: are we style over substance? 
There is nothing worse than having a beautifully 
presented space and brand, but then the end re-
sult is a poor-quality product or poor perceived 
value. In an age of Instagram, photo filtering and 
infographics, the aesthetic of our branding is so 
important; but copy-and-paste the latest trend at 
your peril. If it does not match the overall goal or 
mission of your business and your people, then it 
may do more harm than good.  

I feel that in the coming years we are going 
to see large international companies come to our 
shores and successfully navigate the tough Aus-
tralian market. The local retailers that take their 
end-to-end branding to a memorable and sophis-
ticated level will be the ones that push forward in 
the new Australian market, no matter how quickly 
change is occurring in the retail landscape. 

Paul has over 15 years of Sales, Marketing, and 

Management experience from small independent 

business all the way through to the corporate world. 

Working with small business leaders, Paul focuses 

on team dynamics, systems, and adaptability to 

positively impact revenue. For more information visit  

fresheyesolutions.com

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | BRANDING
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HOW RETAILERS CAN IMPROVE THEIR 
MOBILE EXPERIENCE PLATFORMS
Improving the mobile experience is essential to collecting useful data, 
building customer loyalty and increasing revenue growth.

BY AZ YOUSAF  [KALIDO]

TECHNOLOGY | MOBILE

Mobile platforms, including apps or mo-
bile sites, have traditionally been seen 
as a marketing tactic or an expensive 
way to create an online destination 
similar to a shop front. However, the 

reality is retailers can leverage both downloadable mobile 
apps and a customised online mobile platform to create ex-
periences that have numerous benefits for your business. 

Despite the value of collecting useful consumer data, 
building customer loyalty and increasing revenue growth, 
Australian retailers still lag behind their international 
counterparts in creating innovative digital mobile solu-
tions for their customers.

Some local retailers still have a relatively basic ap-
proach when it comes to their online and mobile strategy, 
with most retailers taking their bricks-and-mortar expe-
rience and replicating it online.  The problem with this 
approach is that it often results in an undeveloped mo-
bile site that simply includes contact information, store 
locations, opening times and – sometimes – the ability to 
transact online. This singular approach is not enough to 
generate loyalty and drive consumers to seek you out in a 
very crowded global marketplace.

THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

To reap the business benefits of mobile platforms, re-
tailers need to ask themselves the following questions: 
What defines a mobile experience for our brand and our 
customers? Is it about transacting online? Is it to provide 
special offers? Or perhaps it provides your consumers with 
a completely different service like personalised wardrobe 
suggestions or an augmented reality experience?

Alternatively, perhaps it’s not right to look at the mobile 
experience in isolation. Instead, mobile experiences could 
be used as a complimentary platform to your consumer’s 
overall shopping journey.  In this sense, the mobile experi-
ence could play a role in a much broader engagement with 
a customer, improving processes, efficiency and loyalty.

These combined experiences could also give retail-
ers access to data that can help redefine the way retailers 
consider their bricks-and-mortar operations – what they 
stock, where they open new stores, and what promotions 
to run and when. This can then be used to further stream-
line the experience and potentially increase revenue and 
profitability. 

CUSTOMER CENTRICITY AND LOYALTY

A key component to achieving successful mobile experi-
ences is to utilise the data that is already available to re-
tailers, including general sales data, demographic infor-
mation, online behavioural data, and loyalty programs. 
Leveraging this data to deliver personalised mobile expe-
riences, including relevant ‘surprise and delight’ offers, is 
an easy way to generate loyalty. Ultimately, retailers need 
their thinking to be much more aligned with their custom-
ers and leverage the data already available. 

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Mobile apps are quite an interesting area for retailers, as 
this functionality gives retailers the ability to leverage a 
mobile device in ways a mobile site can’t. An app can ac-
cess mobile phone hardware, including the GPS, camera, 
accelerometer and NFC (near field communication) capa-
bility. These inbuilt functions give retailers another oppor-
tunity to create engaging and rewarding experiences. 

Improving the mobile experience for your customers is 
integral to moving forward in our technologically advancing 
age. Now is the time to get creative and think differently from 
your competitors to generate memorable mobile experienc-
es that create loyalty and keep your brand relevant. 

Az Yousaf is the General Manager of Digital at Kalido, a new 

breed of customer experience consulting and delivery firm 

that uses data to drive growth and customer value through 

marketing automation, web and mobile experiences, and 

content creation. For more information visit kalido.com.au 
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As e-commerce and smart-

phones rewrite shopping 

for today’s ever-connect-

ed consumers, digital 

disruption is transform-

ing the retail sector. To meet increasing 

demands and stay competitive in a digital 

shopping landscape, retailers are betting 

big on the Internet of Things (IoT).

Digital disruption (most profound-

ly through online shopping and smart-

phones) has birthed ever-connected, savvy 

shoppers who have the globe’s grandest 

mall at their fingertips. Consumers have 

been trained to demand unprecedented 

convenience, and retailers today must be 

nimble enough to serve their multi-channel 

shopping journeys seamlessly.

As part of Zebra’s 2017 Retail Vision 

Study, many retailers surveyed named the 

integration of e-commerce and in-store 

experiences, as well as the fulfilment and 

delivery of online and in-store purchases 

as critical strategic goals for their future. To 

that end, forward-looking retailers are mi-

grating from siloed supply chain process-

es to unified commerce models, providing 

end-to-end visibility of workers, store asso-

ciates, shoppers and merchandise across 

digital and brick-and-mortar stores. Stores 

are also equipped to double as distribution 

centres, thereby minimising the risk of lost 

sales in the process.

IoT technologies are helping to enable 

this shopping experience, and it extends 

even further. According to survey respon-

dents, 75 percent of stores will not only 

know when specific customers are in the 

store, but will also be able to customise the 

store visit for them by 2021. This provides 

considerable incentive for businesses to 

get ahead of the competition by starting as 

soon as possible.  

The shift to IoT technologies is an in-

dustry imperative to keep up-to-date with 

the shopping habits and expectations of 

consumers reshaped by the tech revolu-

tion that’s still unfurling day by day.

SPONSORED

Zebra Technologies provides retailers with industry 

knowledge, consumer insights and retail technology 

solutions to help them build experiences that 

will connect them with shoppers, enable staff 

associates and empower IT. For 

more information visit 

zebra.com 

REINVENTING RETAIL 
IN THE AGE OF 
DIGITAL DISRUPTION
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BETTER, CHEAPER AND 
FASTER IS HERE TO STAY
More good news for Aussie consumers, and why retailers 
need to adapt to a changing market.

BY PAUL BROADFOOT 
[ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGIST AND AUTHOR OF XCELERATE]

I t used to be that companies that did well would offer 
consumers one of the following benefits – better, cheaper 
or faster. We switched TVs, phones and cars when they 
were better. We switched to eBay, Bunnings or Aldi 
because they were cheaper. We switched to Express Post, 

flight check-ins on apps and using ATMs because it was faster.
To be a successful company, we were encouraged to focus on 

having (A) the best product, (B) the lowest price or (C) the best cus-
tomer service. Three separate research studies from 1980 through 
to 1999 advised that we should focus on only being one of these 
benefits and to put that one on steroids, above all else, and avoid 
trying to be all three which would result in terminal invisibility.

Makes sense, right? It’s hard to be better and cheaper - think 
home brands versus premium brands. It’s hard to be the fastest 
and the cheapest - think Express Post versus regular post. 

The restaurant with the best view rarely has the best service, and the 
restaurant that is the cheapest rarely has the best food or service. 

In our lifetimes so far, there has been a strong correlation between new 
products and higher price points. We have always known that better or faster 
has always cost more. But now it’s different, times have changed. 

When Aldi entered Australia’s marketplace it didn’t have a better product 
and it didn’t have better service, it was just the cheapest. But when Netflix ar-
rived it was better, cheaper and faster. More movies could be watched in binge 
without leaving the couch to hire them at the video store. As a result, we no 
longer have video stores.

The rapid, and more significant advances in technology, especially the 
shift to digital, has enabled companies to innovate the prevailing business 
models of entire industries. This challenges that traditional advice that you 
need to double down along one of the differentiation dimensions of best prod-
uct, lowest price or best service. Innovating traditional business models and 
altering industry operations can deliver all these benefits resulting in a mar-
ketplace shift. 

Consumers were quick to change from renting and buying DVDs to stream-
ing video on demand, with Netflix captivating 5.75 million Australians in just 
a little over two years. Whilst incumbents do their best to put on a brave face 
for Amazon’s arrival, consumers will again see what better, cheaper and faster 

looks like with Amazon’s breadth and depth of offering makes it as big a threat 
to Aldi as it is to Netflix, Harvey Norman and JB Hi Fi.  

Amazon already accounts for 43 percent of online retail spending in the 
US where they have multiple retail offerings. Amazon.com, Amazon Prime, 
Prime Music, Prime Video and Amazon Fresh can all be ordered if you like by 
speaking to the artificially intelligent Amazon Alexa. We see innovative tech-
nology playing a key role in everything at Amazon, including Amazon Go's 
seamless checkout using sensor technology and number plate recognition at 
Amazon Fresh Pick Up. They even have a current Alexa Prize which has up to 
US$2.5 million on offer to college student teams in the US to improve Alexa’s 
conversational artificial intelligence. 

And the winner in all this is... the consumer. 
If you are in the market to buy, you are going to get used to a better, cheaper 

and faster customer experience. 
If you are in the market to sell, and you aren’t offering better, cheaper and 

faster to your customers… what are you waiting for? 

Paul Broadfoot is an entrepreneurial strategist and the author of Xcelerate: Innovate your 

Business Model, Disrupt your Market and Fast-hack into the Future. He works with enterprise 

executives to identify high-growth opportunities and create new business models in times of 

rapid market change. For more information  paulbroadfoot.com 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | END-TO-END

About us

Established in 1987, Camvex Video Surveillance is a fully Australian owned and managed 
company, which has built a reputation as the leader in the field of CCTV loss prevention applications.

Freedom VMS is an Australian developed software solution design to give you the ability to choose your CCTV technology. 
supporting all 7 current available CCTV technologies including SD analogue (CVBS), IP, ONVIF, HD-SDI, HD-CVI, 
HD-TVI and AHD. Compatible with multiple  manufacturer brands with hardware choices to suit most budgets and  
performance criteria.

Available CCTV solutions include;

•	 Integration	to	POS	with	advanced	automated	exception	flagging	and	search	capabilities.

•	 Automated	back	up	of	POS	exceptions	files	to	the	Google	Drive™	Cloud	or	NAS.

•	 POS/Video	Data	Mining	Services	for	detection	of	theft	at	cash	registers

•	 Remote	Health	Diagnostics	and	Managed	CCTV	Services

•	 CCTV	System	Documentation	with	eMap	operation

•	 Low	cost	upgrade	path	from	SD	to	HD	utilising	existing	coax	cable

•	 HD	Covert	surveillance	Kits	with	remote	viewing	capabilities

Why choose us?
•	 Australian	made	and	supported	VMS

•	 Managed	Services,	Live	remote	support

•	 Cloud	based	system	management

•	 Provider	of	loss	prevention	solutions	for	over	30	years

•	 Long	term	commitment

•	 Solutions	available	via	channel	partners

Further	enquires	at	www.freedomvms.com	

CAMVEX (VIC) PTY LTD  A.B.N. 86 100 905 048,  1860 PRINCES HIGHWAY,  CLAYTON  VIC 3168  
SECURITY ADVISER LICENCE: 862-651-00S         SECURITY INSTALLER LICENCE: 862-651-00S          

PH: (03) 9543 4844   INFO@CAMVEX.COM.AU      WWW.CAMVEX.COM.AU
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HOW TO OUTSMART THE 
COMPETITION USING 
HR TECHNOLOGY
HR PROCESSES ARE INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT 
AS GLOBAL RETAIL GIANTS ENTER AUSTRALIA

BY TANIA EVANS [WORKPRO]

A s more and more global retail 
giants enter Australia, it places 
a spotlight on the demand for 
more rigorous HR processes to 
ensure workforce compliance 

obligations are being met and the importance 
for niche retailers to up their HR game as a 
competitive strategy. 

According to Deloitte's 2017 Global Powers 
of Retailing report, four of the top 250 global 
retail giants have launched in Australia in the 
past year, bringing the total number of such 
corporations in Australia to 39. Among these 
are powerhouses such as Costco, Apple, IKEA 
and Lowe's, all companies with a strong interna-
tional presence that have expanded to reach the 
Australian market.

With this retail boom comes an increased 
demand for more staff and a myriad of job 
opportunities.

It is now more important than ever that re-
tailers, both globally and locally understand their 
legal obligations and review their HR processes to 
ensure they are meeting legislation when it comes 
to factors such as the Work Health and Safety of 
their staff, validity of licences and checking of 
work rights in Australia.

There is now more demand for an efficient 
and streamlined solution that enables employers 
to easily deliver, track and manage key workforce 
compliance obligations. As retail typically de-
mands swift employment and engages high rates 
of casual workers, there is now more emphasis on 

mandated compliance that can elongate the hir-
ing process and impact productivity. 

With the retail sector growing rapidly, the 
Australian Government will tighten their tol-
erance when it comes to workforce compliance 
and employers must be aware of their legislative 
obligations. Retailers need to ensure they meet 
their legal requirements to avoid any penalties, 
all whilst maintaining operational efficiency and 
competitiveness.

HR – A STRATEGY FOR COMPETITIVENESS

As the demand on Australian retailers to ensure 
they have processes in place grows, it provides the 
opportunity to address key industry challenges, 
introduce efficiencies and enhance operations. 
This allows businesses to pave the way as leaders 
in a competitive marketplace. 

One of these challenges is employee retention 
and turnover. The retail industry employs a large 
number of casual staff and experiences a high 
rate of turnover. One solution is to address these 
factors through more informed hiring decisions 
and tighter background screening initiatives in-
cluding qualification checks, police checks or em-
ployment history checks.  Effective and thorough 
workforce screening protects businesses and re-
duces the risk of ‘bad hires’ providing employers 
with transparency and the confidence to make as-
sured staffing decisions early during the employee 
engagement process.

The implementation of efficient screening 
systems and a strong HR focus will lead to better 

retention rates and will ultimately help businesses 
to secure their workforce and help to build the or-
ganisation’s reputation as employer of choice.  

Improving employee retention can have huge 
financial benefits for a business. With staff turn-
over costing Australian businesses around $83 
billion every year, a recent Insync Survey revealed 
reducing turnover by just 5 percent can save em-
ployers roughly $280,000 per year.

Hiring, rehiring and training new staff can cost 
businesses a significant amount of time and mon-
ey and disrupt operational momentum, particu-
larly in industries with high turnover rates such 
as retail. Implementing a solution to streamline 
this process, by being able to make more informed 
hiring decisions and decrease the time to hire 
will allow businesses to focus on other influential 
business tactics. 

As the globalisation of retail giants continues to 
rise, the need for efficient HR processes grows ac-
cordingly. Luckily the advancement of HR technol-
ogy makes it increasingly simpler and more accessi-
ble for businesses to cost effectively meet Australian 
workforce compliance regulations, reduce adminis-
trative burden and provide retailers employment 
efficiencies to maintain a dominant presence in an 
evolving competitive environment.  

WorkPro is fast-becoming the most powerful 

online employee screening, WH&S induction, 

compliance & information management solution 

available. For more information email info@

workpro.com.au or call 1300 975 776

TECHNOLOGY | BUSINESS OPERATIONS
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ONLINE RETAIL TRENDS:  
CLICK & COLLECT  
STARTS TO PAY OFF
NEW SURVEY REVEALS THE EMERGING TRENDS AND EVOLVING 
ONLINE EXPECTATIONS ON AUSTRALIAN SHOPPERS

BY PATRICK VINEY  [JDA SOFTWARE]

According to the third annual JDA/
Centiro Customer Pulse 2017 Re-
port conducted by YouGov, al-
most three quarters (70 percent) 
of Australian online shoppers are 

likely to switch to an alternative retailer if dissatis-
fied with their online shopping experience.

AUSTRALIANS EMBRACE CLICK AND COLLECT 

This latest research reveals that Australian shop-
pers have a high level of Click and Collect usage, 
with 45 percent of respondents wanting to avoid 
home delivery charges and 37 percent of respon-
dents stating Click and Collect is more convenient 
than home delivery. 

Despite its acceptance, as many as 68 percent 
of Click and Collect shoppers have encountered 
an issue over the past year. 
For those people who en-
countered a problem, the 
major issues were long 
waiting times (27 percent), 
staff in-store unable to lo-
cate items (27 percent) and 
no dedicated Click and Col-
lect area in-store (20 per-
cent). These findings point 
to the fact that retailers still 
need to think about their 
in-store processes and workforce management 
impact when operating online. As Click and Col-
lect continues to grow, retailers need to consider 

their store design in order to streamline the execu-
tion of their overall customer experience.

It seems smaller retailers in particular are con-
strained by a lack of investment in their supply 
chain infrastructures, which limits the accuracy 
and visibility of their inventory. For example, 25 
percent of Click and Collect shoppers experienced 
issues with out of stock items at their preferred 
store, and another 25 percent were notified that 
items were no longer available after their order 
had been placed.

PEOPLE ‘GETTING REAL’ ABOUT DELIVERY CHARGES

With the cost of fulfilling orders being increas-
ingly identified as a pain point for many 
retailers, some have started to introduce 
minimum order thresholds for free deliv-

ery. Nearly a third of Aus-
tralians would be happy to 
exceed minimum order val-
ues  online if it resulted in 
them qualifying for either 
free same day delivery (29 
percent) or next-day de-
livery (28 percent). Worry-
ingly, a sizeable 27 percent 
of Australians would take 
their business to a retailer 
that did not have a mini-

mum order threshold for free delivery and collec-
tion, while 23 percent would choose an alternative 
free delivery or collection option. 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | LOGISTICS

“retailers still need to 
think about their in-
store processes and 
workforce management 
impact when operating 
online.”

Key findings from the survey identify 
the following trends:
• Online home delivery and Click and Collect continue to 

grow in popularity in Australia.

• Retailers need to focus on reducing online fulfillment 

issues otherwise they risk losing customers.

• Australian consumers are more accepting of minimum 

online order values than consumers in other countries.

• Returns continue to be a sore point for consumers, 

however, if returns are necessary, they want a hassle-free 

experience.

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com
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RETURNS STILL A HEADACHE

The JDA/PwC CEO Viewpoint 2017: The 
Transformation of Retail survey found 
74 percent of leading retail executives 
believe the cost of customer returns 
is impacting on their profits to some 
extent. These retailers are looking 
very carefully at how they balance 
the costs of handling returns while 
ensuring they do not lose sales due 
to any onerous return policies they 
might introduce. This is a sensible 
approach given the Customer Pulse 
survey revealed that 57 percent of 
Australians send back at least one 
unwanted item they bought online 
in an average year. This ranges from 
the 25 percent of respondents who 
return an average of two items, to the 
two percent that return more than 10 
items in a typical year. Not surprisingly, The Cus-
tomer Pulse survey also found that as many as 70 
percent of consumers regard the ease of being able 
to return items as a factor in determining which 
retailers they shop online with.

The data leaves no doubt that Australian re-
tailers face challenges on several fronts when it 

comes to online. Fulfillment and ‘last-mile’ issues 
continue to hinder retailers’ efforts at a time when 
consumers are becoming increasingly intolerant 
of poor customer service. However, encouragingly 
for retailers, it does appear their continuing in-
vestments in Click and Collect are starting to pay 
off, with 41 percent of shoppers believing physical 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE | LOGISTICS

stores are their most popular channel. This reveals 
that bricks-and-mortar stores are not going to be 
disappearing any time soon. Therefore physical 
stores in Australia remain vitally important to do-
mestic retailers in fighting the challenge of inter-
national retailers, provided they also address their 
online issues.

Patrick Viney is the APAC 

Vice President, Retail 

Industry Strategy at 

JDA Software. Patrick 

supports business 

development and 

strategic positioning of 

JDA’s retail supply chain 

solutions. For more 

information visit jda.com
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SHIPPING BEYOND OUR SHORES
Exploring the global shift in how retailers tackle cart abandonment and 
why shipping and fulfillment is the new frontier for innovation. 

BY FRANCINE EREIRA [TEMANDO]

rogress is impossible without 
change, and no one knows this 
better than Australian retailers who 
are riding the globalisation wave. 
As we welcome the likes of Amazon 
to our shores, our local retailers are 
pursuing riches beyond it. With 
supply chain optimisation being a 
key area of focus for retail analysts, 
having the right capabilities in 

shipping and fulfillment is the key to global success.  
In the latest State of Shipping in Commerce 2017 report we surveyed over 

1,000 shoppers and 200 retailers in Australia to show the impact of shipping 
and fulfillment. Here’s three findings that local retailers need to know before 
jumping across borders:

58 PERCENT OF AUSTRALIAN RETAILERS FIND INTEGRATING 

CARRIER SERVICES A KEY CHALLENGE

When entering a new market, retailers will want to offer a comparable range 
of delivery choices that customers are accustomed to -  but need to keep on 
eye on shipping costs as it can get out of control quickly. This is especially so 
if retailers aren’t smart about which carriers to engage with 
for the different zones or countries that they’re shipping to. 
With close to 60 percent of pure play retailers admitting that 
carrier integration is a problem for them, any plans for glob-
al domination that don’t include multi-carrier integration 
will be crippled.  

44 PERCENT OF AUSTRALIAN RETAILERS THINK 

SHOPPERS PREFER ‘FAST’ OVER ‘FREE’ SHIPPING

When given the opportunity, most shoppers in developed 
countries such as in the United States, United Kingdom and 
Australia would choose free over fast shipping. A high share of 
local retailers think otherwise, and this misalignment can be 
a costly exercise for businesses. To spread the risk and avoid 
alienating shoppers, retailers need to marry their access to 
multiple carriers with the ability to use shipping rules to con-
trol what delivery choices shoppers can see, and where and 
when they’re available. This way, retailers can experiment with 
both ‘fast’ and ‘free’ delivery, and determine for themselves the 
best delivery options to provide at checkout. 

THREE PERCENT OF GLOBAL CUSTOMERS ARE NOT 

IMPACTED BY POOR SHIPPING EXPERIENCES

That means that 97 percent of customers are affected by poor shipping ex-
periences, and they’re not sitting back - over half won’t shop with the retail-
er again, and over a quarter will tell their family and friends, and leave the 
retailer a negative review. To minimise raising the ire of new customers, set 
the standard for amazing shipping experiences. Why not consider real-time 
tracking updates via mobile and an easy returns shipping process as part of 
your online customer experience? 

Certainly, making e-commerce work well on a global stage takes more 
than enabling multiple carriers, delivery choice, tracking and returns ship-
ping - but nailing these elements with the help of technology will put your re-
tail business in prime position. Think about the mass populations in the Asia 
Pacific region and beyond that you can sell to, and profit from, if you com-
bined your knowledge of your local audience with the scalability of shipping 
technology. The time is ripe for you to change and make progress possible. 

P

LOGISTICS | CUSTOMER SERVICE Francine Ereira is the Vice 

President APAC shipping 

and fulfillment technology 

company Temando.

For more information 

visit temando.com

Access the full report, State of Shipping in Commerce 

2017 from Temando’s website (temando.com) to get a 

complete view of how shipping and fulfillment impact 

the Australian retail industry.
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36%

Proud sponsor of 2017 eftpos ARA Australian Retailer Awards 
Temando Omni-Channel Retailer of the Year

of Aussie retailers found that

OFFERING BETTER 
SHIPPING CHOICE 
CREATED MORE 
REVENUE.
Find out how you can hone in to winning shipping 
and fulfillment strategies by accessing fresh insights 
by local retailers and shoppers.
Download your copy of the 2017 State of Shipping in 
Commerce report: temando.com/research-2017
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USING NEW 
TECHNOLOGY TO 
GENERATE ROI  
RETAILERS SHOULD ADOPT IN-STORE RETAIL 
ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE TO OPTIMISE SALES

BY ELEONORA SHAPIRO [SUEZ TECHNOLOGY]

T echnology is reshaping the way 
retail businesses and markets op-
erate. Although many industries 
have already begun using such 
things as virtual reality and wear-

able devices, many bricks-and-mortar retail stores 
are unsure how they can benefit from these new 
technologies.

Facial and emotional recognition technology 
can help retail industry leaders to better observe 
and understand both current and potential 
buyers. By assessing customers' facial expressions 
and even bodily responses, retailers are able to 
gain better insights on their consumer behavior, 
even to the point where they can predict how and 
when a buyer might purchase their product in the 
future.

Facial Recognition Systems are an entire 
network of central management software which 
uses a security camera to detect facial recognition. 
With this information, retailers are able to create 
real-time targeted advertisement schemes, based 
on customer segmentation.

Retail managers can study pre-defined digital 
content on monitors with customised layout, then 
create their own bespoke set-up, and schedule 
store practices based on the customer's real-time 
behavior and habits.

Within this system, managers and authorised 
staff can access a wide variety of reports including 

age, gender, impressions, dwell time, heat maps, 
visitor flow and more. They can then later study 
this valuable information and make informed 
business decisions based on real-time consumer 
habits and emotions.

With a loyalty program based on the data 
collected, retailers can keep track of previous 
orders and shopping behavior, then integrate this 
information with Facial Recognition technology 
to target  particular customers who are shopping 
for specific products.

These insights can help industry providers and 
partners provide tailored products to consumers. 
From here, retailers can then offer further services 
that are focused toward the consumers personal 
preferences and shopping habits, especially if 
those shoppers are impulse buyers.

Suez Technology Facial Recognition System 
provides custom-made web pages that alert 
retailers when their shoppers' age or gender are 
recognised. This extremely useful tool assists 
retailers in marketing and selling a particular 
product that appeals to a certain demographic 
in an easy and cost-effective way. Having this 
essential consumer data at a retailer’s fingertips, 
allows them to base their next advertising or 
marketing strategy on these valuable insights.

By using this emotion detection software, 
retailers can also produce advertisements and 
campaigns that are more effective. Retail analytics 

allows retailers to apply this information in their 
forward-thinking campaigns. 

Those retailers who may have previously relied 
on focus groups or surveys to provide consumer 
data can rest assured; this new technology 
does not need to replace such tools, but simply 
enhances them in order to streamline important 
business operations and increase retail sales. 

For any questions about new products, apps available, or 

in-store retail analytics, contact Suez Technology today. 

With an array of advanced technologies, Suez Technology 

has the experts in omni-channel at its disposal. For more 

information visit analytics.sueztechnology.com.au

Facial and emotional 
recognition technology 
can help retail industry 
leaders to better observe and 
understand both current and 
potential buyers.

TECHNOLOGY | ANALYTICS
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T he Australian retail industry is 

amid a perfect storm. Slowing 

growth, rapidly changing shop-

per behavior, and dramatic 

increase in competition. The 

emergence of global marketplaces is an opportu-

nity and a threat that brands and retailers need to 

consider and tread carefully. Data, analytics and 

informed decision making are key, but there are 

several questions to consider:

What’s the business case for marketplaces – 

Should Australian brands and retailers consider 

marketplaces? Many are on eBay, but should they 

consider Amazon and Alibaba? Or all of them? 

What is the driver for this – is it cross border trade 

and the lure of larger markets or addressing newer 

customers they are not addressing with their cur-

rent channels? Or could it be to complement their 

current touchpoints and leap frog their proposi-

tions to their shopper by leveraging cutting-edge 

online website interfaces, analytics tools, and dis-

tribution capabilities offered by these marketplac-

es? What are the economics and distribution mo-

dalities? What resources and expertise is required 

to successfully leverage this channel?

This would be followed by questions like: 

• How does one identify the right products for 

the marketplace? - Questions around wheth-

er to leverage online marketplaces as an ad-

vertising platform for new product launches 

or as a clearance platform. Brands may even 

consider selling limited collection items while 

retailers sell their own private labels. 

• How do we determine a competitive price? 

Developing an effective pricing strategy is one 

of the key success factors. Customer’s access 

to compare prices of similar products forces 

brands and retailers to chalk out attractive 

prices, while maintaining margins.   

• How to streamline the Stock Keeping Unit 

(SKU) onboarding process? For those who 

decide to sell on marketplaces, creating a plan 

that facilitates smooth onboarding of products 

is essential. Common concerns revolve around 

varied price combos across marketplaces, 

product listings irregularities and poor content.  

• Why monitoring performance is key and how 

to do it effectively? Monitoring performance 

across online marketplaces is key. This will re-

duce problems of fake and used products, un-

SPONSORED

GLOBAL MARKETPLACES 
FRIEND OR FOE?

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR BRANDS AND RETAILERS 
TO STAY AHEAD IN THE RETAIL WORLD

BY MIHIR KITTUR [UGAM]

cover product content gaps and support price 

compliance decisions. It will also help counter 

instances of brand dilution, loss of control and 

limited access to customer data.

True, global marketplaces have strong custom-

er reach and unmatched shopping experiences. 

However, brands and retailers must be wary of not 

being manipulated but rather construct a mutu-

ally beneficial partnership. Provide feedback and 

encourage marketplace partners to offer features 

and insights that will help increase sales. Like 

in all situations, there are examples to validate 

both sides of the story. The outcome may not be 

guaranteed, but small, calculated steps will help 

brands and retailers stay relevant. 

The fundamental question remains - friend or 

foe? Or maybe frenemy? The only wise answer is 

make data and analytics a friend to stay abreast 

in this changing retail landscape.

Mihir Kittur is Co-Founder and CCO of Ugam, a global 

data and analytics company working with four of the 

leading Australian retailers. To know more about the 

application of data and analytics to make confident 

business decisions, visit ugamsolutions.com
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ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL: 
HOW THE FUTURE OF RETAIL LIES 
IN EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
INVESTING IN EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AS A POWERFUL TOOL FOR RETAIL GROWTH

BY PETER HARTE [KRONOS]

Like any industry, those working in 
retail can easily get jaded by repeti-
tive routine. With the retail industry 
known for its high attrition rate, busi-

ness owners and managers need to create a work-
place that will attract, retain and engage employ-
ees so they aren't simply waiting for the clock to 
tick over.

While some might look at ‘engagement’ as the 
buzzword of today’s workforce, it’s as important 
now as it has ever been. Retailers need to create 
brand champions and advocates for their business 
so staff remain motivated and dedicated to their 
role. To create an engaging employee experience, 
leaders need to look carefully at their workplace en-
vironment and workforce management practices.

AUTOMATION DRIVING WORK SATISFACTION

Kronos’ latest report, The $56bn Question high-
lighted the detrimental effect of unnecessary ad-
min work on employees, often making them feel 
under-appreciated in their roles. For retail work-
ers, who are constantly customer facing, this is an 
important issue that needs to be addressed as they 
directly represent the brand. The consumer’s first 
point of contact is the customer service team and 
if an employee is disengaged, the customer expe-
rience is likely to be negative, impacting on the 

brand’s reputation.
The research also revealed businesses are wast-

ing billions of dollars on these unnecessary admin 
tasks, creating losses of $3,900 per year, per em-
ployee. Just under three quarters (72 percent) of re-
spondents cited loss of productivity was caused by 
outdated technology, with 62 percent of this group 
claiming that newer workplace management tech-
nology would improve employee engagement.

As technology is a key enabler to improving 
day-to-day working practices, retail leaders should 
reassess their ability to automate admin tasks, tak-
ing the weight off their workforce and allowing 
employees to spend more time with customers.  
Workforce management solutions can automate 
labour-heavy tasks, freeing up valuable time to re-
duce labour costs for the business, boost employee 
productivity and increase business profitability.

AVOIDING EMPLOYEE FATIGUE AND BURNOUT

Discussion around employee burnout and fatigue 
management typically relates to risk avoidance of 
an employee making a mistake, error or causing 
an injury or accident. Unfortunately, these discus-
sions usually overlook employee engagement. 

The reality is, employee burnout is one of the 
biggest threats to building an engaged workforce 
in 2017. The newest Kronos study in the Employ-

ee Engagement Series found 95 percent of human 
resource leaders admit employee burnout is sabo-
taging workforce retention, yet there is no obvious 
solution on the horizon. 

We know employee burnout directly relates 
to workforce engagement, which drives better 
productivity, lower turnover and improved cus-
tomer satisfaction. In the retail industry specifi-
cally, business owners should take a deeper look 
at the busy retail periods in the year and establish 
a workforce management strategy. Having a plan 
in place will ensure employees are not being over-
worked during peak periods and employers are 
not being caught short handed; having to find 
people and incurring in high overtime costs. 

Strong employee engagement is vital to im-
proving a business’ bottom line, with stimulated 
employees much more likely to ‘go the extra 
mile’ in the workplace. Retail businesses need 
to remember employees are their greatest asset. 
As brand ambassadors and living examples of a 
company’s culture, employees are ultimately in-
strumental in delivering exceptional customer 
experience.  

Peter Harte is the Managing Director of Kronos ANZ/

SEA, the global leader of workforce management 

software. For more information visit kronos.com.au 
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